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Haypi Dragon 1.4 for iOS - Lord of the Dragons Defeats the Devil
Published on 06/15/12
Players can visit a fantasy world of dragons, with the release of the latest 1.4 version
of Haypi Dragon, an epic MMORPG. This iOS app offers a journey where players can fight
against dragons, complete quests, and find treasures. The game is a hit amongst MMORPGs
With 1.5 million registered users, and suitable for players of all ages, the games asks
players of Haypi Town to become a master of dragons to defeat the evil forces that have
put a spell on the land.
Shanghai, China - Players can visit a fantasy world of dragons, with the release of the
latest 1.4 version of Haypi Dragon, an epic MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online
Role-Playing Game). This iOS app offers a journey where players can fight against dragons,
complete quests, and find treasures. The game is a hit amongst MMORPGs with 1.5 million
registered users.
Haypi Town is looking for a master of dragons who can defeat the evil forces that have put
a spell on the land. Dragons, quests, treasures, and magic await players on this
action-packed journey through the game. The savior of the land is accompanied by only one
loyal companion, a dragon by the name of Roco, the Rock Stormer. He may be young and
inexperienced, but he is not afraid of battling the powerful bosses that have been
corrupted by dark magic: Leshy, the plant summoner, Lava, the fire trainer, Crystal, the
ice blaster, and Angelo, the healer. Once a boss has been conquered, the curse upon them
will break and they will join the player on their journey. The simplistic-but-vivid design
of the game will provide addictive entertainment for hours!
Now, the developer Haypi Inc. is proud to announce that the latest 1.4 version will
include more scenes, dragons and cool features such as an expression system added to the
graphics. Most importantly, two new dragons have been added to the game: The super cute
but naughty Shell and the mighty but wicked Devil. Such as the other master dragons from
the boss levels, Shell and Devil can be obtained by the players only after a victory over
them.
Boss Shell is an unpredictable little dragon that launches walking bombs at his opponents.
He also has a mysterious bomb that can turn into one of three other bombs at random. Many
players wish to have him because his attack methods are very cool and original.
However, numerous players were even more eager about the arrival of boss Devil, a wicked
dragon who curses his victims and can heal himself with his Bat bomb. His amazing skills
and his original looks make the players desire to control him.
As soon as the latest 1.4 version is released, Haypi hopes to see the player's feelings
about the new bosses, written as stories in the 2nd "Haypi in Reflection" competition. In
order to win an iPad3, an iPod touch, or 1000 in-game coins, fans of the Haypi games post
their "Haypi and I" stories in the forum. Still no one knows who the winners are, because
players can post stories until June 30th. The purpose of the competition is "to get to
know the new players, renew the friendship with old friends and bring the exceptional
players into light."
Players of the Haypi games are looking forward to reading the 3rd edition of the digital
"Haypi magazine". The best posts from the 2nd "Haypi in Reflection" competition will be
posted there. The magazine is an extensive platform for Haypi's fans to gather, to
communicate, and to share what's meaningful for them.
Haypi Dragon is a FREE iPhone app, which enchants the gamers with its world of magic. The
app will entertain anyone, whether it be a hardcore gamer or a first-time app user. This
game is suitable for players of all ages. A download would ensure a great time!
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Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 3.0 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* 70.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Haypi Dragon 1.4 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category.
Haypi Dragon 1.4:
http://www.haypi.com/dragon/index.htm
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/haypi-dragon/id483082304
Screenshot 1:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/090/Purple/v4/6d/a4/d6/6da4d624-8cb1-6e65-019b-501aaa1b5
098/mza_3530792738648489080.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/092/Purple/v4/86/7a/4d/867a4d14-2730-ad06-f670-b4567df9e8
04/mza_3753451947358051892.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 3:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/119/Purple/v4/e1/81/d9/e181d959-8599-f07ad657-46597afbf4fe/mza_7196018970734336197.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/086/Purple/v4/09/e0/74/09e07409-fb8f-1253-24da-37f17fd8daf
4/mzl.exbldbio.175x175-75.jpg

Haypi Inc. a private company founded in 2008 and based in China. Haypi Inc. is the creator
of Haypi Kingdom, a game which has had a remarkable success. Our newest game is Haypi
Dragon 1.3 and it already has numerous fans all over the world. Copyright (C) 2012 Haypi
Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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